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Introduction

The Linear Collider subgroup of the Acceler- //'A/

ator Physics working group concerned itself with #Linacali aspects of the Next Linear Collider (NLC) de-

sign from the end of the accelerating structure to x-
and through the interaction region. Within this
region are: i) a collimation section, ii) muon pro-

tection (of the detector from the collimator), iii) Collimation.-,,,,,_._
final focus system, iv) interaction point physics, .A

and v) detector masking from synchrotron radia- .F
tion and beam-beam pair production. These ar-
eas of study are indicated schematically in Fig. 1.

The parameters for the Next Linear Collider Muon

are still in motion, but attention has settled on Protection-"_ --
a handful of parameter sets. Energies under con- 9
sideration vary from 0.5 to 1.5 TeV in the cen-
ter of mass, and luminosities vary from 1033 to
1034 cm-2s -1 . To be concrete we chose as a guide Final Focus _'_ lo
for our studies the parameter sets labeled F and System -'_ /_
G, Table 1 from Palmer[l]. These cover large and
small crossing angle cases and 0.4 m to 1.8 m of
free length at the interaction point.

Collimation Beam-Beam Detector

At the beginning of the Snowmass workshop Interaction --"'_IP 16m

no real design for a collimation system existed. Masking- _.,,'_ liTwo ideas had been proposed: i) Compton col-
limation with an intense laser beam, and ii) me- ,'_._

chanical collimation assisted with nonlinear ele- 0e CrossingAngle
ments to increase beam size at scrapers. We de- 4._,sg,=, 6 mr < 0c < 50 mr
cided to concentrate our attention on nonlinear
collimation schemes to see if either we could come Fig. 1. End of linac to interaction point in the Next

up with a specific feasible design or rule this idea Linear Collider.
out totally. A design was found[2] that scrapes
the beam to 5_ in x, xr, y, yl, and energy, protects Muon Protection
the collimators from a misteered beam, and has
alignment tolerances no worse than typical final Though we had ilo specific collimation design
focus system tolerances. Both the eventual fate in hand, attention was directed to the problem
of ali secondary particles created in the scrapers of the muons that would certainly be created in
and the relationship of the collimation system to collimators. Using the code MUCARLO[3] devel-
the final focus system need further scrutiny, oped to design the SLC muon protection system,
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several geometric arrangements were studied to field to create a geometry where only a few low-
see what attenuations could be achieved. Depen- energy pairs collide with the final quadrupole face
dence on final focus system bend angles, arrange- or its support structure[8], or ii) small crossing an-
ments of toroids, placement of iron in the tun- gles with a conical shaped mask within the detec-
nel, and distance to source were investigated. As tor to absorb radiation that results when pairs col-
expected it is difficult to control muons at these lide with the final quadrupole face. Details of this
energies, and first results at 250 GeV beam en- second idea are presented in this report[9]. Un-
ergy indicate[4] that only one in 104 particles of fortunately the number of large angle pairs calcu-
the primary beam can be collimated. As specific lated above which will hit the outside of the mask
collimator designs emerge, these studies must be (2 x 103 per bunch train at 1 TeV cm energy) was
continued and extended to higher energies. And not determined in time to be investigated. This
it will be important to find ways to improve the matter is presently under study.
attenuation, preferably to 1 in 100.

Conclusions
Final Focus System

It is encouraging that as we look more closely
The final focus has perhal.,S to date received at the details of an NLC design no fundamental

the most attention because the Final Focus Test obstacles to the successful construction of such a
Beam (FFTB)[5], now under construction at SLAC, machine have arisen. Indeed, solutions to difficult
has been under study for a couple of years. Its problems continue to emerge. Though it would be
parameters were chosen to be similar to the pa- premature to claim that the solutions to the col-
rameters of an NLC Final Focus system as re-
gards magnification and optical design. Though limation, final focus, and detector backgrounds of
the NLC and FFTB are similar in design, the tol- an NLC are in hand, it is not an exaggeration to
erances for the NLC are much smaller, as might say that reasonable and realistic designs address-
be expected, because the emittance and beam size ing these problems continue to take shape.
are much smaller. At Snowmass we decided to
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COLLIMATION SYSTEMS IN THE NEXT LINEAR COLLIDER t

N. Merminga, J. Irwin, R. Helm, and R.D. Ruth
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract Ti, which is one of the best candidates ac-
cording to SLC experience, the area to cause

Experience indicates that beam collimation failure is [2]
will be an essential element of the next-generation
e+e - linear colliders. A proposal for using nonlin- o'xo"v "" 900 pm 2 (1)

ear lenses to drive beam tails to large amplitudes The second problem occurs within the body
was presented in a previous paper [1]. Here we of the scraper where the energy deposition from
study the optimization of such systems including the shower peaks, typically at several radiation
effects of wakefields and optical aberrations. Pro- lengths (RL) (__ 8 RL for Ti).
tection and design of the scrapers in these systems (3) It must keep scraper-induced wakefield kicks
are discussed, on the beam below a tolerable level. If the

beam does not pass exactly through the
middle of the scrapers, it gets transverse

1. Introduction deflections due to geometric and resistive
wall wakefields. If these kicks are compara-

Experience with the SLC has indicated that ble to the angular divergence of the beam,
backgrounds caused by transverse and energy tails the emittance will increase.
of the beam distribution will be a fundamental An expression for the kick of the beam due
problem of next-generation linear colliders. De- to geometric wakefields which includes the effect
spite efforts to shield the detectors against beam- of both edges of a scraper has been derived ann-
caused backgrounds, particles in the tails of the lytically and verified numerically [3] under the as-
beam distribution can produce unacceptably large sumptions that the scraper gap is small compared
backgrounds. Any collimation design for the next- to the scraper length, and the bunch length crz is
generation linear colliders must satisfy the follow- greater than or equal to the scraper gap. It is also
ing requirements: assumed that the transverse deflection of a patti-

(i) It must provide an effective scraping de- cle is produced by the dipole wakefield only and
spite the small (of the order of a micron) hence it is proportional to A(y)/g where A(y) is
beam sizes. It should scrape particles w;th the beam offset from the middle of the scrapers
transverse positions greater than 5ct in both and 2g is the scraper gap. This expression is given
planes as well as energy tails, by

(2) It must protect scrapers against mis-steered A(y)
beams which may hit them and possibly Ayl= /gmax_ (2)g
damage them. There are two problems as-
sociated with a train of 10 bunches of 101° where

electrons per bunch at 250 GeV hitting a (2e2Zoc_ 2Nscraper [2]. The first problem occurs at the 0max = 4_-r_/ Eo'z (3)
surface of the scraper which may melt be-
cause of energy deposited in a small area. and N, E are the beam intensity and energy, re-
More quantitatively we are interested in the spectively, and Z0 is the impedance of free space.
largest spot size to cause failure of the scrap- Using typical parameters for the Next Linear Col-
er surface. If failure is defined as the melt- lider (NLC), namely N = 1 x 10l° particles per

ing temperature of the material, then for bunch, az = 75 pm, E = 250 GeV, we arrive at

t Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.



2. Mechanical Collimation

A(y) NLC beams are flat with a ratio of horizontal

Ay' = 1.2 x 10-6_ rad (4) to vertical emittance equal to 100 to 1. The in-
g coming beam to the collimation section, which is

To reduce the effect of the geometric wakefield assumed to be at the end of the linac and before
kick, one can taper the scrapers with a taper angle the final focus, has horizontal and vertical emit-
0tap. (0tap = 7r/2 for a step scraper.) For small tances equal to

taper angles (0tap _< 100 mrad) the dependence 10_11
on the taper angle is linear [4,5], ex = m rad, ev = 10 -13 m rad (9)

30maxA(Y ) (_.p) The beam energy is 250 GeV. We now investi-
Ay' = _ . (5) gate the possibility of mechanical collimation for

g the vertical plane. The design of the collimation
section must satisfy the following requirements:

The kick due to the resistive wall wakefield is (a) The scraper gap must be equal to 5cry,
proportional to A(y)/g 3. Specifically it is given
by • gr - 5_ . (10)

A (y) L _ wakefield
/%Y' Cmax7 s,:v (6) (b) The rms value of the geometric

= kick must be less than 1/5 a_,

i 1 ,
where Ls_-r is the scraper length, (Aygw)rms < _% (11)

This requirement leads to an increase of the

Cmax 77r f(s) , (7) spot size which is less than or equal to 2%.
(c) The rms resistive wall wakefield kick must

I

and 7 = E rnc2, er is the conductivity of the ma- be less than 1/5 %,

terial, / = 2crz, and f(s) is a function of the longi- 1 ,
tudinal coordinate within the bunch, varying be- (AY_rw)rms < _% (12)tween 0 and 1. For typical NLC parameters and
for a scraper made of TJ, (d) The area of la beam at the scrapers must

_(y) be greater than 900 pm 2, in order to en-
Ay I = 0.85 x 10-13_Lacr rad (8) sure protection of the scrapers when a mis-

g3 steered beam hits them,

The function ](s) has been approximated by 1/2 axcrv > 900/_m 2 (13)
to account for the head to tail variation of the

wakefield. For small gaps this is the dominant One can easily verify that the geometric wake-
wakefield effect, field condition (b) is satisfied for an extremely

small ft-function at the scraper (fl_ _< 0.07 m)Next we shall demonstrate that mechanical

collimation is p-ecluded for the vertical degree of which implies that the gap would be 0.4 pm. Such
freedom as a workable collimation technique for a gap is too small for practical considerations. We

clearly have to use tapered scrapers. However ta-
the NLC, on the basis of the above issues. In the pered scrapers are necessarily longer and he,ice
following section we present the nonlinear colli- the resistive wall wakefield is increased as it varies

mation scheme as a possible alternative. We first proportionally with the length of the scraper. There-
write the conditions.that must be satisfied. These fore we must evaluate the resistive wall wake for

conditions determine a set of lattice parameters tapered scrapers and find the common solution of
for the collimation systems. Then we present a both conditions (11) and (12).
possible lattice design, calculate its tolerances and To calculate the resistive wall wake of a ta-
discuss our ideas onenergy collimation. Before we pered scraper we can, to a first approximation,
conclude we examine the possibility of nonlinear substitute Lscr/g 3 by the integral
collimation with octupoles and decapoles. Finally

we summarize the issues and point out the prob- LTOT/.dz
lems of the current design as well as questions I = [ (14)
remaining to be answered. 0

J g3(z)

where LTOT is the total length of the scraper (see

4
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Fig. 1. Definition of the various parameters en- 0.1
tering the calculation of tapered scrapers.

0
Pig. 1), and g(z) is the gap as a function of z. 0 200 400 600 800

Assuming the geometry of Pig. 1 where the =9, _y.sc¢ (m) =,_
scraper varies linearly with the longitudinal coor-
dinate z in the regions A and C, we have Fig. 2. Mechanical collimation in the vertical

2 plane: Scraper length as a function of the fl-

{r+_(go .... r)z for0<z< L

g(z) = ,- - 2 functiOnbelowtheatcurve.thescraper. The allowed region is

go for 9_<z<L0.

(15) scraper however will not be able to disrupt the
Then the integral I is beam sufficiently in order for significant change

L(r + go) Lo of beam parameters to take place. We conclude
I = + _ (16) that simple mechanical collimation for the verti-

292r 2 93o cal plane is impossible.

Hence the resistive wall wakefield condition be-

comes 3. Nonlinear Collimation

[L(r+g0) Lo30] 1 ,CmaxAy 2902r2 + < _ay (17) 3.1 THE BASIC PRINCIPLE
The idea here is to blow up the part of the

The geometric wakefield condition on the other beam we want to collimate so that mechanical
hand becomes

scrapers can be used effectively without inducing

A(y) 2 2(r- go) la, significant wakefield kicks. Throughout this pro-
30m_x < _ , (18)go 7r L - ces_ the core, which contributes to the luminosity

where we have approximated Otap by of the machine, must remain unaffected.Linear optical magnification has been excluded
2(r - go) as we demonstrated in the preceding section. On

9tap _ L (19) the other hand, higher-order multipoles such as
decapoles, dodecapoles, etc., are not useful be-

Ifwe now require that the equalities of both Eqs. (17) cause they don't penetrate to the small distances
and (18) be satisfied, we can solve for fly at the necessary. However, for aTeV linear collider beam,
scraper as a function of Lo. For an offset equal to sextupole and octupole fields, placed at a point
1/5 _v the solution is shown in Fig. 2 where the where the beam size is large, seem promising. The
area below the curve displays the allowed solution proposed nonlinear collimation scheme [1] works
space, as follows.

Notice that the maximum Lo in the allowed The initial beam distribution goes through a
space is 0.4:J mm, which corresponds to about nonlinear lens, followed by a rotation in betatron
1/100 of a radiation length for Ti. Such a thin phase by 7r/2. Mechanical scrapers placed at this
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the collimation systems in the NLC, located between the linac and
final focus (FF). 5' stands for skew sextupole; x,y,E stand for horizontal, vertical and energy scraper,
respectively.

point cut off the long position tails. The core, (d) Geometric wakes at both horizontal and ver-
which has been modified in the process, can be tical scrapers must be controlled.
put back together by adding to the above lattice (e) Geometric and resistive wall wakes at the
section its mirror image [6]. This technique is sextupoles must be controlled.
well known. Two nonlinear elements of the same (f) Long sextupole aberrations must be con-
or opposite polarity (depending on their multipo- trolled.

larity), lr apart in phase advance, amount to the (g) It must ensure protection of horizontal, vet-
identity transformation (up to a :k sign), tical and energy scrapers.

Since in a real machine both position and an- (h) Stability tolerances on sextupole and scraper
gle tails cause background problems, one would offsets must be acceptable.
like to clean up the beam profiles in both phases (i) The collimation systems must not create
(say x and x'). The following scheme takes this unacceptable optical aberrations.
into account. It includes two lattice sections, each Next we elaborate on each of the above con-
of which consists of two nonlinear elements 7rapart; ditions and thus arrive at the allowed design pa-
thus collimation in both phase space directions is rameters of the collimation system.
possible. The two lattice sections are next to each

other separated by a phase advance of _r/2. Next Scraping in the vertical plane
we demonstrate how this scheme can be used for This condition implies that particles whose
collimation in the vertical plane for the NLC. vertical coordinates are greater or equal to 5ay

at the sextupole must be mapped into vertical
3.2 NONLINEAR COLLIMATION IN THE NLC positions greater or eqflal to gy at the scraper,

3.2.1 Scheme With Skew Sextupole Pairs Ayscr([Ysext[ _ 50"y,sext ) ___gy (20)

Collimation in the NLC is proposed to be A 5a particle at the skew sextupole will experi-
done mechanically in the horizontal plane and ence a kick

nonlinearly in the vertical plane (scheme with skew Ay'sext = S(5_y) 2 (21)
sextupole pairs). The horizontal scrapers will be
placed at high horizontal beta function points, where S is the integrated sextupole strength,
interleaved with the vertical scrapers. Energy BpoleLsext
scraping takes place right after transverse scrap- S = (22)
ing. A schematic representation of the collimation a2(Bp)

section of the NLC is shown in Fig. 3. The col- Here Bpole denotes the pole-tip field, Lsext is the
limation design must satisfy ali of the following sextupole length, a is the pole-tip radius of the
conditions, sextupole and Bp is the magnetic rigidity. This

(a) It must scrape transverse tails beyond 5a kick will in turn give rise to an offset at the scraper
in both planes.

Aysext ,(b) It must scrape energy tails. Ayscr -- R12 ' (23)

(c) Resistive wall wakes at both horizontal and where R is the transfer matrix between sextupole
vertical scrapers must be controlled, and scraper. Combining the above equations we



arrive at the condition

e1Rl2_sext >__gv (24) R15= 50m, Lscr =3 RL
where 25,000 , I _ i ' • I , I

-- _- - : • : J|l=lll j i i ii i

6'1 = 25S_ (25) 20,000- : -
e

Resistive wall wakes at the vertical scrapers _ 15,000 • A -
As we showed earlier the resistive wall wake- _ •

field kick at the scraper is given by ==- [ / _._=_ 10,000
,',(y=)

Ay,cr = Cmax g) Lscr (26) 5000

which becomes at the downstream sextupole 0
A IAysext = R12 Yscr (27) 60 80 100 120 140

An offset through the skew sextupole gives rise to "' gy (l_r,) =,,_
a normal quadrupole kick of magnitude

/

Aysext -----(2SAysext)Y (28) Fig. 4. Parameter space for nonlinear collima-

We require that the rms value of these kicks be tion with sextupo!es.
' (to avoid unacceptable longitu-less than 1/5 a U

dinal jitter of the final focal point), This leads to the condition

1 , 5_i-5 2
_ e_/_,_x t _< 1 (36)(2SAysext)Yrms < _crv (29) 3 S nsext 2

We wish to allow a l_jitter of the incci_ling beam For the two sextupoles of the -I transformation,
centroid, hence we take the above equation determines the maximum al-

lowed vertical/?-function,
A(ys_) = av,s¢_ (30)

in Eq. (29), which combined with Eqs. (26) and /_y,,ext _<23,000 m (37)
(27) gives In deriving this we have assumed a pole-tip field

of 1 Tesla, pole-tip radius of 1 mm and sextupole
2 1/2 1 3

C2R12Lscr_ext < -_gy (31) length of 10 cm.- Equations (24), (31) and (37) determine the
where parameter space for the vertical plane, once the

values of Rn and Lscr are specified. The scraper
C2 : 2SCmaxelv/2 (32) length was chosen to be equal to 3 RL of Ti,

namely 11.3 cm. To arrive at this value we used

Long sext..upole aberrations the code EGS [9] to calculate the number of elec-

The potential for long-sextupole aberrations trons that make it through the 3 RL of Ti, with
is given by [7,8] energies between 245 and 250 GeV. We found that

1 out of 1012 electrons belongs to this energy bin.

_2 Although more accurate EGS calculations shouldVLS---- S2LsextY 4 (33) be performed these preliminary results indicate
that 3 RL of Ti change the beam energy suffi-assuming small horizontal beam size. Therefore
ciently in order for subsequent energy scraping to

the long-sextupole kick is collimate the beam.

1 2 The value of Rn is directly related to the total
Ay' = -_S Ly 3 (34) length of the system and hence it should be kept

and we require minimum. For Rn = 50 m (which corresponds to
a length between sextupole and scraper of about

< 51_ (35) 30 m), and an 11.3 cm long scraper we plotted- the above equations in Fig. 4.



The region A enclosed by the three curves cor- the sextupoles. To minimize coupling effects we
responds to the allowed space. Now we can choose must ensure that at the sextupoles,

the parameters of the collimation design in thevertical plane: SY2 >> Sz2 (45)
which establishes a condition on ft= at the sex-

_y#ext --" 6,000 m and gy = 90 pm (38) tupoles,
Next we check to see that the geometric wakefield e=
condition is satisfied both at the scrapers and the fl=,sext (( fly,sext-- (46)
sextupoles for the above choice of parameters, ey

In our case,

Geometric wakefields at the vertical scrapers flz,sext << 60 m (47)
Following arguments similar to the ones em-

ployed before, and assuming untapered scrapers, If we place the horizontal scrapers at a relatively
we arrive at high/_y point, i.e. at fly "" 600 m, then in order to

2 ensure scraper protection, /?= at this point must
g_ be greater than 1,400 m. In fact we chose

/_v,sCxt< C_R_ 2 (39) /?=,s_r-- 2,000 m (48)

where which implies a scraper gap of 700 pnl for 5¢r=

C3 : 10S0maxe_/2 (40) scraping. Once the ft-function at the scraper is
fixed, the ft-function at the sextupoles follows,

This equation implies that fl=,sext = 0.1 m (49)

flu,sext < 6,250 m , (41) We now address the question of geometric and
which is satisfied, resistive wall wakefields at the horizontal scrapers.

Again here both wakefield kicks nmst be below
These conditions are simultaneously sat-Geometric and resistive wall wakes at the sextu- 1/5 ax.

poles isfied if the horizontal scrapers, assumed 10 cm
The geometric wakefield condition Eq. (11) at long, are tapered by an angle of 30 mrad. Each

the sextupoles, for an offset tapered section of the scrapers is then 15 cm long.

A(y) = 1 cfu,sext , (42) Finally we check to see if the horizontal geo-
metric wakefield kick from the sextupoles is below

is satisfied for /_v,_ext < 170 m. In our design the 1/5 cdx limit. It turns out that this condition
however, flu,sext = 6,000 m, so we clearly have to is satisfied for
taper the beam pipe at the sextupoles. In order
for Eq. (11) to be satisfied, the taper angle must fl=,sext < 170 m , (50)

be well above our design value of 0.1 m for/3=,sext.

Otap,sext <_ 15 mrad (43) Lattice--Energy collimation
Each tapered section of the sextupoles is then 30 A lattice design which satisfies the above spec-
cm long, assuming that the beam pipe radius is 5 ifications is presented in Fig. 5. It starts with a
mm. -I tFansformation where horizontal and vertical

To calculate the magnitude of the resistive scraping of the first phase space direction takes
wall wakes from the tapered sextupoles we use place. This is followed by a 2rr section dedicated
Eq. (17) with Lo = 10 cre, L/2 = 30 cm and to energy collimation. Next there is a 3rr/2 in
g0 = 1 mm. For Ay : 1 cru,s_xt, the horizontal plane and rr/2 in the vertical plane

1 transformer section. A phase advance of rr/2 in

(AY')rw,rms 10 u,sext , (44) both planes would have been possible at the ex-
pense of considerable increase in length. The last

hence the resistive wall wakefield condition is sat- section of the line is identical to the first one. It

isfied at the sextupoles, is used to scrape the second phase space direction
and energy again. The total length of the system

Horizontal considerations is about 500 m.

An important consideration that determines Energy collimation is done by transforming
the x-plane parameters is the z - y coupling at off-energy particles to large amplitude ones through
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Fig. 5. Optics design for the collimation systems in the NLC.

the introduction of horizontal dispersion. There Stability tolerance on scraper offset
are two scrapers in each energy scraping section In deriving some of the above conditions we
placed at high dispersion points. The horizon- have assumed that the offset through the middle
tal and vertical/_ functions at these locations are of the scraper is of the order of the beam size.
the same as the ones at the horizontal scrapers. Since the beam size at the vertical scrapers is
Both energy scrapers consist of a thin (," 3 RL) 0.20 pm, the stability tolerance on the scraper
and a thick part (__ 20 RL). The thin part will offset is also

be responsible for the primary beam energy col- Y0,scr < 0.20 pm (51)
limation. By making it thin we bypass protec-
tion problems that occur within the body of the From Eq. (8) one can estimate an absolute
scraper. The role of the thick part will be to ab- steering tolerance by requiring that
sorb the debris from both horizontal and energy 1 ,
collimation that has occurred upstream. (Ay')r* < _av,scr (52)

Furthermore each of the two energy collima- and solving for Ay. It turns out that this toler-
tion sections includes a normal sextupole pair form- ance is
ing a -I transformation. Their function is to
correct the horizontal chromaticity, rlb correct Ayscr _<7.4 pm (53)
the vertical chromaticity a small amount of ver-
tical dispersion has been added to the lattice at Stability tolerance on sextupole offsets
the skew sextup. _. Simulations show that this In order to get some insight into the question
entire lattice demonstrates an excellent behavior of tolerances we derive a general result for the tol-
with respect to chromatic and chromo-geometric erance on the sextupole offset. If we combine the
aberrations in both transverse planes, scraping condition Eq. (24) with the requirement



that the quadrupole-like kick due to the sextupole
offset Yo,sext must satisfy Eq. (29),

lo. _ R12=50m, Lser =3RL
(2Sy0,_xt)Yrms _< _ y , (54) 10,000 I ' .4 ' I ' 1 ' I

we arrive at 8000 - • --
5 R12_y 5:-..... :, ............... -- '::-

(55) --
YO,sext ___ 2 gy -,-,E 6000 - f __-

Notice that the only parameters that can affect
this offset tolerance are effectively the length of ¢_ 4000
the system (via R12) and the scraper gap. For

our choice of parameters this tolerance is 2000 -

YO,sext _ 0.14 pm (56) _ _
0 ! _ I , I I I ,,,I I

Protection of scra.p._er__._s 60 80 100 120 140

As we mentioned in the Introduction there are ,,, gy _m) =,_,
two problems associated with a train of bunches

hitting the scrapers: the first occurs at the sur- Fig. 6. Parameter space for nonlinear collima-
face of the scraper while the second occurs in the tion with octupoles.
body of the scraper. The surface of the scrapers
is protected by design. More precisely, at the hor-
izontal scrapers the area occupied by one a of the 90/zm which will have more relaxed offset toler-
beam is ances, however tracking indicates that the long-

octupole aberration degrades the performance of
_=cry = 140 pm x 7.9 pm = 1,100 pm 2 , (57) this scheme. Also the octupoles are hard to build.

beyond the 900 pm 2 limit quoted earlier.
3.2.3 Collimation with Decapoles

At the vertical scraper on the other hand, one
can calculate the scraper area on which lcr= x The idea here is to use a decapole magnet
lay particles at the sextupoles are mapped, if the to drive the beam tails to large amplitudes which
beam is mis-steered by an amount greater than can then be cut off by a mechanical scraper placed
5cr. It turns out to be 7r/2 in phase advance downstream of the decapole.

cr="cru" = 83 pm × 53 pm = 4 400 pm 2 (58) Since the decapole field does not vary rapidly within
' ' the small distances that correspond to the core of

far beyond the 900 _na 2 limit, the distribution, one might hope that the decapole
The problem of the body of the scrapers is aberrations remain below a tolerable level. We ex-

solved by making the scrapers short, 3 RL of the amine whether the scraping requirement is indeed
material, compatible with tolerable decapole aberrations.

3.2.2 Scheme with Octupole Pairs Scraping with decapoles
A 5cr particle at the decapole will experience

It is of i_terest to calculate the stability toler- a kick
ances for octupole magnets. It turns out that for
octupoles Aye= D(5cr) 4 (60)

25 R12eu where D is the decapole integrated strength
(59) BpoleLdeca

Y0,oct _< 3V/_ g D = (61)
which leads to tolerances about a factor of 2 looser a4(Bp)

than for Eq. (55) with the same choice of param- This kick will give rise to an offset at the down-
eters. We plotted the parameter space for oc- stream scraper
tupoles for R12 = 50 m (Fig. 6), assuming that the
octupoles have pole-tip field equal to 1.2 Tesla. Ayscr = R12AYdeca (62)
pole-tip radius of 1 mm and length of 1 meter, where R is the transfer matrix between decapole
There is indeed a solution for a scraper gap of and scraper. From Eqs. (60) and (62) we derive

,a-v



4. Conclusions

We have illustrated several collimation schemes
R12= 100 m. 9y- 50_tm for a TeV linear collider. We have precluded the

50,000. ....., I , I , I ' possibility of using mechanical scraping for the
- - vertical plane. We presented a possible alterna-

40,000 - - tive which employs mechanical c6ilimation for the
... " horizontal plane and nonlinear collimation (scheme

30,000 _. with skew sextupole pairs) for the vertical. This

_:. design succeeds in satisfying ali of the require-

20,000_._ . [ ments imposed on collimation systems, includ-ing effective collimation of transverse and energy
tails, control of wakefield effects, protection of

10,000 scrapers, and control of geometric and chromatic
aberrations. The stability tolerances at the scrap-

0 ers and sextupoles are similar to those occurring
0 50 100 150 200 in the NLC Final Focus system; given the preci-

,,, Laoea (cm) ..,,,, sion of the beam position monitors envisioned for
an NLC, these tolerances should not rule out non-

Fig. 7. Parameter space for nonlinear collima- linear collimation as a candidate for beam scrap-
tion with decapoles, ing in a future linear collider.
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CALCULATION OF MUON BACKGROUND
IN A 0.5 TEV LINEAR COLLIDER t

L.P. Keller

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract
For sources placed along a 250 (}eV linac and 7A --* X_r(_r --, p_,). It is estimated[I] that direct

fina! focus lattice, muons from Bethe-Heitler pair e+ annihilation from beam e+ and shower e+ is
production are transported with a Monte Carlo less than 10% of Bethe-Heitler production in the
ray-tracing program until they either range out muon momentum range allowed by kinematics of
or reach the collider experiment hall. For a muon the annihilation reaction. Photopion production
source located at the entrance to the final focus, is comparable to Bethe-Heitler production; how-
a system of toroid spoilers was designed which ever, it is expected that a large fraction of the
resulted in one muon in the detector per 3.6 x 107 pions will interact before they decay. This initial
electrons impinging on the source. This is a factor work considers only muons from Bethe--Heider
of 150 improvement over the case when no spoilers production. More study of the other sources is
are present, required to verify that they do not contribute sig-

nificantly to the background.

1. Introduction

Experience from SLC shows that tails of the 3. Description of the
beam striking collimators in the final focus can Monte Carlo Program
cause intolerable muon background in the exper-
iment detector. This problem is expected to be 3.1 PRODUCTION

considerably worse in a 0.5 TeV linear collider For a given photon energy, k, the differential
since the final focus bend angles are smaller, the cross section, da'/dpt, dOt,, for muon pair produc-
linac is nearly aimed at the detector, the muon tion is evaluated for a largenumber of momentum-
momentum spectrum is much harder, and the num- angle bins using the expressions given by Y. Tsai[2]
ber of electrons/pulse is about four times larger. The total number of events in each momentum-

The main tool for studying this problem was angle bin is then given by the product of the dif-
a Monte Carlo program written by G. Feldman ferential cross section and the photon path length,
for the SLC final focus. The program successfully de.(k)/dk summed over ali possible photon ener-reproduced the experimental results for the num-
ber of muons hitting the Mark II detector, both gies. The photon path length is calculated using
before and after iron toroid spoilers were installed the Clement-Kessler shower approximation,
in the north and south final focus tunnels. For ap-
plication to the NLC, the program was modified

to include variable energy primary beams and a de(k) 0.964Xo/Ebeam

linac with optical lattice and waveguide in front d--_ = -/?n(1 - p2) + 0.686p2 _ 0.5p4 ,of the final focus.

2. Production Mechanisms where/_ = k/Ebeam and Xo is the radiation length
of the source material. Figure 1 shows the Bethe-

When electrons or positrons impinge on aper- Heitler yield in 1 GeV/c bins vs. muon momen-
tures in the linac or final focus, muons are pro- turn for 250 GeV incident electrons on a tungsten
duced by a variety of mechanisms: Bethe-Heitler target. The program randomly selects the muon
pair production, 3'Z _ Z/_+/J-; direct e+ annihi- momentum and angle with the appropriate weight
lation, e+e - _ p+p-; and photopion production, as calculated from the Bethe-Heitler distribution.

l Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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Fig. I. Muon production via the Bethe-Heitler mech- Fig. 2. Schematic of the final focus beam line used
anism by a 250-GEV electron beam on a for this study. Note the different scale in

tungsten target as a fi_nction of muon mo- the transverse and longitudinal directions.
mentum.

3.2 SOURCES

The source can be placed anywhere between extending tile length of the donut is the 1/2" ra.
the entrance to the linac and the IP. For source dius beam pipe, a soft iron magnetic flux shield

locations in the linac, where the beam has not with a 1/4" wall, followed by copper windings

reached final energy, the program calculates the which fill the radial space between 0.75" and 1.0".
momentum-angle distribution based upon the beam Each toroid weighs 200 T and would cost ,_$1M

energy at that point. Once the momentum and installed. For an iron toroid with a field of 16
angle have been chosen, the muon undergoes mul- KG, the ratio of bend angle to scattering angle is
tiple coulomb scattering, assuming the source is 0t,_.d/0MCS _ 3x/'L, where L is the length of the
20 radiation lengths (rl) thick. Most of the muons toroid in meters.

; are produced within a few units of the critical an- The linac lattice is an FODO design[4] in which
the quadrupole strengths and spacing scales asgle, 0_ = rn./E.; so that for a given muon mo-

mentum and a 20 rl source, the ratio of production E 1/2 between the beginning and end of the linac.
angle to scattering angle is 0,./tgMCS _ 1.6. The linac model includes the 11.4 GHz waveguide,

support girder, FODO lattice quadrupoles, and
3.3 FINAL FOCUS BEAM LINE AND LINAC tunnel walls. There is also a 400' FODO section

between the linac and the start of the final focus

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the final focus which reserves space for a dedicated collimation
beam line and tunnel. Note the different scale in section.

the transverse and longitudinal directions. The ft- After the muon exits the source, the Monte

nal focus layout is based on a design[3] which was Carlo program swims it in small steps thru the
avai!able at the time of the 1990 Snowmass Sum- tunnel. When material is encountered, the muon

met Study. It is 1632' long (vs. 477 _ in SI, C) and scatters, loses energy, and bends (if magnetic field
has a total chromatic correction bend of 4.2 mrad is pre ,at). The trajectory of each muon is fol-

(vs. 73.1 mrad in SLC). The model includes tun- lowed until the muon either stops or reaches the

nel walls, concrete support girders, and ali bends IP. A muon reaching the IP within the 20' square
and quadrupoles (including return flux in the iron is ceunted as a detector hit. A large variety of

and pole tips). The crL._s section of the detector one- and two-dimensional histograms of the muon
is assumed to be a 20/ square, centered on the coordinates, direction, and momentum at any Ion-
lP. For reasons discussed below there are five iron gitudinal point in the tunnel can be generated. A

toroids of alternating polarity shown distributed particularly useful feature for understanding how
muons manage to reach the IP is a listing of indi-

through the final focus. Each toroid is a 30' long vidual trajectories.iron donut with an inner hole radius of 1" and
outer radius of 35". Inside the inner hole and

13



4. Results
lO9--r--T 't "T T 't--1

Before studying where to piace toroid spoil- 1ers, it is useful to demonstrate the magnitude of Toroidlayoutoptimiz_
the problem. Based on the Mark II experience at forthissourcelocation

SLC, one muon/p_'lse is a marginally acceptable 108 -
background. Define Ncou to be the number of elec-
trons impinging on a collimator (the source) per
muon hitting the experiment detector. Figure 3
shows Ncou as a function of collimator location w 107 -

in the linac and final focus. From the curve la- o -
belled "no toroids" it is seen that for sources near o

the entrance to the final focus, a beam loss _ l0 s tu
o 10s -electrons/pulse will cause an unacceptable back-

ground, and that for sources within a few hundred z_ _

feet of the IP, a beam loss _ 104 electrons/pulse is i'_
too large. This result is a factor of 10 worse than ,_ 10s _
the measurements in the SLC final focus before 8 o Notoroids
toroids were added. In addition the design inten- z - • Toroidsplacedas shown
sity of NLC is 1.7 x 10rX/pulse vs. 5 x 10t°/pulse inFig2, butnot0roi_ in

in SLC Even with the source at the point in the 04 Linac
linac where E = 0.6Ebeam (6000 _ from the IP in 1 - ----_e-
this model), a loss of only 5 x l0 T electrons/pulse _ Linac IP
will begin to be too much. Given the SLC experi-
ence of _ 30% beam loss on linac collimators and 103 ! L.__.A__
the energy defining slit, and ,,_ 0.1% beam loss on 6000 4000 2000 0

12-00

some final focus collimators; it follows that it is _ SOURCELOCATION(feetfromlP)
necessary to design a torold system to deflect the

muons away from the detector. Fig. 3. Number of electrons impinging on a colli-
The curve labelled "toroids" in Figure 3 shows mator which yield one muon in the detec-

the result of adding the five iron toroids shown tor (Neon) as a function of source location
in Figure 2. The toroid polarities, spacing, and in the linac and final focus.
position along the beam line are the result of
an empirical minimization of background from a

location in the tunnel. In addition, these param-source at the entrance of the final focus (z =
16321 from the .'P). For this particular source eters are coupled to the toroid parameters: loca-
location, adding the toroids resulted in a factor tion, spacing, polarity, central hole radius, outer
of about 150 improvement, i.e. N¢ou = 3.6 x l0 T. radius, and length. While searching for the op-

timal toroid combination, the following observa-
This is still only about 2 x 10-4 of the NLC pulse tions were made:

intensity. Only 3% of the muons reaching the IP 1. In general, if the source is close to the up-
are within the 20_square defined as the detector; stream end of a dipole, it is very helpful to
so that the main function of the toroids is to dis- locate a toroid downstream from the dipole.
perse the muons, not cause them to be ranged Muons are then dispersed across the face
out. Most muons hitting the detector have source of the toroid and deflected into the tunnel

momentum greater than 100 GeV/c and there is walls. If the toroid is too close to the dipole,
a broad peak from 140 to 200 GeV/c. the very high momentum muons can sneak

It is clear that suppression of muon background through the central field free region. If the
has to be considered when designing the NLC toroid is too far from the dipole, lower mo-
final focus and linac. There are a large hum- mentum muons miss the toroid altogether
ber of coupled parameters which determine the and scatter in the tunnel walls back toward
number of muons reaching the detector, for ex- the detector.

ample: source location, source thickness, magnet 2. Many of the muons hitting the detector have
gap and bore sizes, magnet iron dimensions, to- traveled long distances in the earth outside
tal final focus bend, tunnel dimensions, and beam the tunnel walls.
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3. If the toroids ali have the same polarity, the source per muon hitting the experiment de-
then channeling of one muon charge occurs, tector. This is a relatively small loss compared to

4. Channeling about the central hole of a sin- the SLC experience. It is clear that muon back-
gle toroid also occurs for one of the muon ground will be prohibitive if more than ,._ 10-5 of
charges, and reducing the central hole size the electron beam scrapes apertures closer than
to a 1/4 u radius increased the number of 1000 feet from the IP. Efforts to collimate and
muons hitting the detector due to this phe- remove tails from the beam in the damping ring
nomenon, transport lines or early in the linac should be pur-

5. Increasing the total final focus bend from sued. Increasing the chromatic correction bends
4.2 mrad to 12.6 mrad reduced the back- hclps if emittance growth from synchrotron radi-
ground by a factor of 10. ation can be tolerated.

As an alternative to the system of toroids A full range muon shield which shadows the
described above, the brute force technique of a detector is impractical, but to get dramatic ira-
full range muon shield which completely shadows provement in the fraction of beam loss that can
the detector was tried. The shield was 477 _ of be tolerated may require a very substantial shield-
iron with a 20_ square cross section, centered on ing wall in the last few hundred feet of the final
the beam line, and filled ali available drift sec- focus tunnel.
tic,ns outboard of the detector. There was a 2_

squar_ hole for the beam pipe. With the source

at the same location as for the toroid study (z = Acknowledgements
1632 _from the IP) the result was Ncou = 4 × l0 s.
This is about a factor of 10 improvement over the I would like to thank Gary Feldman for his
toroid system. The muons which reach the de- muon tracking program and Hobey DeStaebler
tector start out with very high momentum and and Morris Swartz for helpful discussions about
get part way through the beam pipe hole before muon production.
encountering the shield. Such a shield, however,
would weigh 40,000 tons and would probably cost
_$100M installed if the iron had to be purchased. References
It therefore seems extremely impractical.

[1] H. :)eStaebler, private communication.
[2] Y. Tsai, Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol 46, No. 4,

5. Summary and Conclusions (1974), p. 815.

With the source at the entrance to the final [3] l_. Helm, TRANSPORT deck FFNO9, June
1990.

focus, the best that could be achieved with a sys- [4] K Bane private communication.tem of toroid spoilers was 3.6 x l0 T electrons on " '
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NEXT-GENERATION LINEAR COLLIDER FINAL
FOCUS SYSTEM STABILITY TOLERANCES*

Ghislain Roy, John Irwin
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

1. The Lattices R. Helm and K. Brown uses a triplet based lattice
and is longer t (360 meters) for a 250-GEV beam

1.1 INTRODUCTION energy and an L ° of 0.4 m.

The design of final focus systems for the next It is difficult to compare two lines so different
generation of linear colliders has evolved largely in spirit and designed for different sets of param-
from the experience gained with the design and eters. However the tolerances for these lines give
operation of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) an idea of the typical range of tolerances encoun-
and with the design of the Final Focus Test Beam tered in next generation linear collider final focus
(FFTB). We will compare the tolerances for two designs. We will compare them where we can and
typical designs for a next-generation linear col- point out the strengths and weaknesses of each
lider final focus system, line as we see them.

The chromaticity generated by strong focus- The most important difference is in the choice
ing systems, like the final quadrupole doublet be- of L*. This determines, through the determina-
fore the interaction point of a linear collider, can tion of the final quadrupole, the amount of chro-
be cancelled by the introduction of sextupoles in maticity to correct..The chromaticity in the JLC

is three times that of the NLC. Both designs sharea dispersive region. These sextupoles must be in-
serted in pairs separated by a -I transformation comparable characteristics for the final lens: a
(Chromatic Correction Section) in order to can- pole tip field of 1.4 T, a full aperture of 1.6 mm
cel the strong geometric aberrations generated by and a length of 37 cm for the JLC; 1.4 T, 0.8 mm
sextupoles. Designs proposed for both the JLC or and 28 cm respectively for the NLC. The differ-
NLC final focus systems have two separate chro- ence in aperture is directly related to the differ-
matic correction sections, one for each transverse ence in L*.
plane separated by a "ft-exchanger" to manipu- The total bend angle allowed in the line is de-

termined by radiation induced effects (chromaticlate the ft-function between the two CCS. The
introduction of sextupoles and bending magnets correction alteration) and amounts to 4 mrad for
gives rise to higher order aberrations (long sex- the NLC and 6.4 mrad for the JLC. Ali the dipoles
tupole and chromo-geometrics) and radiation in- bend the beam to the same direction in the NLC
duced aberrations (chromaticity unbalance and lattice while the JLC alternates the bending to
"Oide effect") and one must optimize the lattice form an elongated "S" shape.The calculation of some vertical aberrations of

accordingly, the systems shows that a shorter line and higher

1.2 GENERAL COMPARISON OF THE TWO chromaticity for the JLC leads to a higher level
LINES. of aberrations than for the NLC. The long sex-

tupoles aberration is negligible in both designs
The JLC Final Focus System we present here while the radiation induced vertical aberrations

(JLC200) was designed by K. Oide for a beam en- are dominant. As the particles lose energy in the
ergy of 200 GeV and an L*, the distance between bends between the CCS and the final quadrupoles
the exit face of the last quadrupole and the focal there is some chromaticity unbalance contributing

point, of 1 m. It is fairly compact (250 meters) _ = 0.1 for JLC and only 0.02 for NLC.
and makes use of a modified FODO cell lattice. %

On the other hand the NLC design (FFN15) by

t Note that the length of the system is not the only
* Work supported by Department of Energy con- issue and a longer line ma), be desirable to help

tract DE-AC03-76SF00515. with tight tolerances.
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Table I*

Time Generator Cause of loss # of Knob Name

Scale of luminosity knobs (Corrector)

ro x t, y_ horiz, and vert. steering 2 dipoles at FQ

rl x'6, y_ dispersion 2 dipoles in FT

x_2, y_2 waist motion 2 trims on final doublet
_r2 , ,,

z_y _ coupling 1 skew quad. in FT

x_26, y_2_ chromaticity 2 main sextupole.¢

7"3 X t3, Xty 12 sextupole 2 sextupoles in FT

yt3, xt2yt skew sext. 2 skew sext. in FT

3x_y t chromatic skew quad. no correctionoo

/52x_,_2yt second order disp. no correction

variable xx_, xl2, YY_, y_2 /3 and c_ mismatch 6 quads in BM
x_, y_ incoming dispersion

(linac)

xy _,x_y_ incoming coupling 2 skew quads in BM

These are not the only aberrations in the lines, not attempt to fix the cause of the problem at
The comparison between tracking (including ra- its source. One assumes that the optics has been
diation simulation) and first-order results shows adjusted initially with other techniques such as
that the total aberration content of the lines amounts mechanical alignment, beam-based alignment and
to about 8% of the linear spot size for the NLC orbit bump tuning. We will now itemize the lm-
and about 18% for the JLC. portant remaining low order aberrations and their

corresponding global correctors according to four

2. Low-Order Aberrations distinct time scales.
and Global Correctors The first time scale (ro) originates from po-

sition jitter in the quadrupole elements of the
Maintaining collisions and spot sizes at the line which can displace the final spots so that the

interaction point of a next-generation linear col- beams miss each other. The correctors (2) used
lider will require the use of global correction tech- here are steering dipoles (horizontal and vertical)
niques. A global corrector cancels one aberration at the final quadrupole. The time scale is deter-

at the interaction point leaving other aberrations mined by the feedback system frequency (for a
unchanged. It may be implemented by control- collision frequency of 120 Hz the correction fre-
ling one variable ofone element in the line (simple quency might be 10 Hz). The tolerances for jitter
knob), or it may require changing several variables specify the maximum allowed quadrupole motion
simultaneously (multiknob). The information for at frequencies above l/r0. The signal for feed-
setting _he global corrector comes from the po- back can be a kink in the beam trajectory at
sition, size and orientation of the beam at the the IP from beam-beam deflection. The nature of
interaction point as given by beam-beam deflec- this signal at future linear colliders requires more
tion, beamstrahlung or other monitors. It does study[li.

The setting of the remaining correctors re-
quires minimizing the beam size with respect to

:_ FT refers to the final transformer and BM to the the strength of the correctors. This involves a loss

beta matching section, of luminosity during scans using beamstrahlung,
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pair production or luminosity monitors as an in- are the horizontal and vertical second order dis-
dication of beam size. The time required for the persion. We believe that after initial system align-
correction will be many beam pulses per aberra- ment these effects will be small and correctors
tion. need not be explicitly installed.

The second set of global correctors (2) in Ta- There are also a few multiknobs (8) at the
ble I controls beam size effects caused by disper- end of Table I to which we have not assigned a
sion originating from change of quadrupole posi- time scale. They are used for the matching of the
tions. Two steering correctors are used to control incoming beam from the linac into the final focus
the dispersion by offsetting the beam trajectory system. Four of them will perform the matching
in the final quadrupoles. Although these aberra- of the beta and alpha functions, two will control
tions can not be corrected without reference to the dispersion function, and two will control the

the beam size, the stability of the beam within two principal coupling terms. It is difficult to as-
the final focus system can be monitored to en- sign a time scale to these knobs as the effects de-
sure the aberration has not changed. The time rl pend essentially on the stability of the linac. A
is determined by the time one can monitor and loss of luminosity correlated with some variation
maintain this stability which will depend on the in the linac (acceleration pattern, trajectory,...)
stability of BPMs at tenth-micron readings, vi of will be a signal to check the matching. These
several minutes would be desirable, knobs can be viewed as matching knobs more than

The third set of global correctors (3) controls global correctors as defined above and are set by
beam size effects caused by waist motion (nor- diagnostics within the final focus system.

Note that there is a duplication between some
real quadrupole component) in both planes and of these matching knobs and the global correction
coupling (skew quadrupole component) originat- knobs associated with time scale ra and r2. The
ing from change of quadrupole strengths, change two knobs for alpha matching are duplicates of
of quadrupole positions within sextupole pairs or the waist motion knobs, the dispersion matching
quadrupole rotation as well as sextupole displace- knobs duplicate the dispersion correction knobs
ments. To control the waist location in both hori- (dipoles in final transformer), and one of the two
zontal and vertical planes, one may use trim coils incoming coupling suppression knobs is duplicated
on the last quadrupoles. A skew quadrupole 1o- by a skew quadrupole in the final transformer.
cated at the final quadrupole can correct the main The beta-matching knobs control the design beta
coupling term. Orbit bumps can be used to con- function at the interaction point and are not du-
firm alignment of the CCS, and with them it may plicated.
be possible to extend the time scale (r2) for nor-
mal and skew quadrupole effects beyond the BPM

stability time (rl). 3. Stability Tolerances
The fourth time scale (r3) covers remaining

correctors (6) such as the sextupole settings for 3.1 TOLERANCE BUDGET

chromaticity correction, and two sextupoles and The experience with measuring small spots at
two skew sextupoles in the final transformer to the interaction point of the SLC shows that it is
cancel possible sextupolar terms coming from var- possible to measure a relative change of 10% in the
ious sources including imperfections of the final size of the beam which translates into an ability to
doublet. Also included here are the effects of correct aberrations to the order of 2%. We have

quadrupole strength stability causing the break- therefore chosen this 2% figure as the maximum
down of the -I transformations. These correc- allowed increase of the spot size per aberration.
tions are expected to be small and have a yet The total beam size growth above design is then
longer time scale (7"3 >> 7-2) determined by the expected to be 8% in the horizontal plane (4 con-
stability of magnet power supplies, tributing terms) and 14% in tile vertical plane (7

Finally we note that out of the 19 total third- contributing terms). In the following discussion
order generators (aberrations) in x', y' and 6 that we will quote tolerances according to this 2% etl-
can cause a loss of luminosity there are only three terion for individual elements, ttowever as differ-
for which we have not assigned global correctors, ent elements can contribute to the same aberra-

The first one is an effect of chromatic skew quad- tion and ifone assumes that their departures from
rupole that may arise from vertical dispersion gen- design are not correlated, one must combine their
crated between a sextupole pair. The other two tolerances in quadrature to find the tolerance for
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this group which gives a 2% increase in spot size. that in both lines a small number of quadrupoles
We usually separate the elements into two or more having a phase advance of about ntr to the in-
sets from most sensitive to least sensitive, and al- teraction point have very loose tolerances; these
locate a fraction of the 2% budget to each group, same quadrupoles will have very strict tolerances
the largest fraction to the most sensitive group, as sources of dispersion.
Within each group, g, we then calculate an RMS The RMS vertical displacement tolerances are
tolerance for the group, t9 according to 18 nm for the NLC and 10 nm for the JLC. These

values scale with the final spot size as was ex-
pected from the approximate scaling laws above.

5 1 1

_) _ 3.3 DISPERSIONt_- ie9
Dispersion is primarily generated at the in-

teraction point by a trajectory offset in the final
where fg is the fraction of the 2% allocated to this quadrupole doublet (Ay)jq. The 2% growth in
group and ti is the 2% tolerance for each individ- spot size condition is written
ual element.

3.2 STEERING z_yjq 1

Our tolerances on the steering permit beam a_q <- 5 6rra8 _u
centroid motion at the interaction point to be one

standard deviation of the vertical distribution i.e. where _ is the chromaticity of the doublet. With
we allow the spot to move by Ay* _ _r_, and only some rough approximations one finds
one fifth of a standard deviation in the horizontal

1 *

plane, Ax* _ gcrx, as the beam-beam disruption 1

captures the beams in the vertical plane[l]. The Ayjq _ 5 6rms 0"; .
final quadrupole doublet (treated as one element)
position tolerance is then Ay.fq _ o'_ and Ax.fq
1 • This offset is of the order of 0.2 to 0.3 microns for
gqx. Since most quadrupoles are 7r/2 + ntr from
the interaction point, tolerances scale according both lines and can be monitored by a tenth mi-
to their strengths and the value of the ft-function cron BPM. Note that this formula shows a scaling
at their location: with the final spot size and does not involve the L*

of the system. The offset at the final quadrupole
can be created by a direct movement of the fi-

Ayq < 1 /e v nal quadrupole or by a displacement of another
- _qV_q quadrupole upstream steering the beam off-axis

in the final lens. To study this second effect, we

and introduce the notion of lattice multipliers defined
as the amplification factor between the offset of
a given quadrupole and the centroid offset in the

1 i e__q final quadrupoleAXq __-_q

k p34

The final vertical spot sizes are respectively AyIq -" (q'"q--'Jq) Ayq .

1.9 nm for JLC and 3.2 nm for NLC. The final Lattice multipliers depend only on the lattice
quadrupole position stability tolerances at t < structure, not on the interaction point parameters
ro are therefore of the order of a few nanome- or the beam properties. The greater this multi-
ters for both the JLC and NLC. For the other plier the tighter the dispersion tolerances on the
quadrupoles the ft-functions and strengths put these element. A few critical magnets are located at
tolerances in the range 50 to 800 nm in the ver- the beginning of the final transformer close to the
tical plane (and 0.3 to 10 microns in the hori- last waist point before the interaction point since
zontal plane) in the NLC case, from 24 to 400 the phase advance between these points and the
nm in the vertical plane (and from 0.12 to 2 mi- final lens is close to 7r/2. The multipliers for these
crons in the horizontal plane) for the JLC. Note elements in the NLC case range from 0.8 to 3.1
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which leads to tolerances between 300 and 70 nm. 3.5 HORIZONTAL SEXTUPOLE ALIGNMENT

In the case of the JLC the multipliers are respec-
The same quadrupole effect (waist motion)tively 7.4 and 9.3, leading to tolerances of the or-

der of 15 nm for the stability of these magnets, appears when the beam is horizontally offset in
Note that in the J LC the two offending magnets a sextupole, which can occur from an actual dis-
are very close to each other, are strong and have placement of the sextupole or from one of the
opposite signs. This situation could possibly be chromatic correction section quadrupoles steering

the beam off axis in the second sextupole. It isimproved by having one weaker magnet and an-
other one somewhere else. possible to introduce here the same notion of mul-

To get the required 0.2 p BPM precision to tipliers as for the dispersion tolerance with the ex-
monitor the beam position at the final doublet, we ception that we now take the reference to be the
will probably need to average over several trains, second sextupole:
Assuming a 25-train average and a 120-Hz repeti-

12
tion rate of the bunch trains, a feedback system to Azs -- kq Rq...,a Axq .
stabilize the beam at the final quadrupoles could

conceivably operate at about 0.5 Hz. This deter- Note that if the beam is off-axis in the first

mines the time scale for which the 15 nm (JLC) sextupole the effect will be cancelled by the equal
or 70 nm (NLC) is required, and opposite displacement in the second sextupole

There is also a waist inside the chromatic cor- of the pair due to the -I transformation. Note
rection section and both designs have magnets that the dispersion generated by the sextupoles
close to it. The multipliers are 1.2 for the NLC does not benefit from this cancellation which is
and 5.3 for the JLC leading to respective toler- only valid for normal and skew quadrupole effects.
ances of 560 and 50 nm respectively. Note that The tolerances on sextupole horizontal offsets
these tolerances benefit from the presence of the are
second sextupole which compensates one half of

the dispersion created by the final quadrupole. 1
Axs <

3.4 NORMAL QUADRUPOLE -- 5 ks Max(13=,,i3_,)

A change in the final quadrupole strength will The tolerances for horizontal sextupole dis-
result in a movement of the waist away from the placement in the horizontal chromatic correction
interaction point and cause an increase of the spot section (CCX) are 6.6 p for NLC and 4.6 p for
size at the interaction point. For a 2% increase J LC while they are much tighter for the CCY:in either the horizontal or vertic_,l spot size, the
strength tolerance is 0.3 p for NLC and 0.1 p for JLC.

The multipliers from the quadrupoles inside
the CCY and CCX to the second sextupoles are

Ak 1 also worse in the J LC and give quadrupole hor-
--rf- <- 5 k Max(fl_:,flu_ izontal alignment tolerances of 3.1 /_ and 0.5 p

for NLC in the CCX and CCY respectively, while
For the final quadrupole doublet, where both they are 1.0 p and 0.1 p for JLC. Table II sum-

the strengths and the beta functions are large, the marizes these results.
tolerances are very tight. For other quadrupoles

the tightest tolerances occur around the sextupoles Table II
where the beta functions are also very large.

In the case of the NLC the tolerances on the NLC JLC

strengths of the final doublet are _____h_k_< 1.9 × 10-5
I{ V H V

and 1.1 x 10-4 for QC1 and QC2 respectively. The ..
,]LC tolerances for the samc clements are 4.6 ×
10-6 and 1.6x 10-5 . CCX 3.1p 0.9p 1.0p 0.3p

Taking into account ali the quadrupoles in the CCY 0.5 p 0.3 p 0.1 p 0.04 p
line except the final doublet, the RMS tolerances

are -_ < 1.3 x l0 -4 for the NLC and .8 x 10-4
forJLC.
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3.6 DIPOLES tolerances are

The dipoles located inside the chromatic cor-
rection section can also steer the beam off-axis in 1 EELS,,

the second sextupole through power supply jit- AYs -_ _/J?xter. The tolerances for the stability of the power 5/ca --atlas
supplies is given by

and

AB 1 Ay a -- kq R_4q....,8Ayq .

B - 5 k, R1--'_9 Max(ft=,,/_ys) The sextupole vertical position tolerances are
-- 180 nm and 520 nm for the vertical and horizon-

The R12 is the average value of the R12 be- taI chromatic correction respectively in the case
tween the entrance and the exit of the bend. Sev- of JLC. For NLC the tolerances are 680 nm and

eral bending magnets connected in series to one 1.2 p. The tolerances on the vertical position of
power supply are treated as one large bend. The quadrupoles inside the chromatic correction sec-
results are _ < 4.5 10-4 for the horizontal CCS tions are very tight due to high lattice multipliers.
and 1.6 10-5 for the vertical CCS in the case of In the JLC the central quadrupole in CCX has a
NLC. For JLC these tolerances are 1.2 10-4 and position tolerance of 100 nm while the one in CCY
5.5 10 -6 for the horizontal and vertical CCS re- has to be stabilized to 40 nm. The worst values

spectively, for the quadrupoles in these sections are 300 nm

3.7 SKEW QUADRUPOLE for CCX and 40 nm for CCY. For NLC they are
respectively 0.9/_ and 0.3 p.

The tolerances for the rotation of a quadrupole Note that because of the flat beam configura-
for the 2% increase in final spot size constraint is tion the tolerance on the growth of the horizontal
given by" spot size due to vertical beam offset in a sextupole

is looser by the ratio of the horizontal to vertical

1 e/-_'y emittance, 100 in both designs. Table II summa-
0 __ 10 k x/_x_-_ v_x " rizes the central quadrupole alignment tolerances

for both JLC and NLC.
Coupling in the optics _eads to a growth of

the spot size at the interaction point. Because of 3.9 DIPOLE R,OTATION
the step function pattern of the phase advance of
final focus systems (most elements are 7r/2 + ntr The same skew quadrupole effect can come
away from the interaction point), there is only one from a dipole rotation steering the beam vertically
important aberration caused by quadrupole rota- off axis at the second sextupole. The tolerances on
tion and the term representing the actual rotation the dipole rotation is written in the case ev < ex
of the beam in the physical z -y space does not
appear at a measurable level.

The rotation tolerances for quadrupoles of the AC < 1 _/Q_-y 1
final doublet are of the order of 3/_rad in the case - 5 ks R3"---__ V e_
of JLC and 11 grad for NLC. It is a property
of doublets that each quadrupole has the same
rotation tolerances. The R.MS value for other where R34 is the average value of the R34 across

quadrupoles in the JLC line is 28 /_rad, and 80 the bends taken separately. The tolerances are
grad for NLC. 450 grad for the CCX and 37 /Jrad for CCY in

the NLC case. They are only 67 grad for CCX
3.8 VERTICAL SEXTUPOLE ALIGNMENT and as low as 10 _rad for CCY in the case of JLC.

The same coupling effect arises when the beam 3.10 SEXTUPOLE AND SKEW SEXTUPOLE
is vertically off-axis in a sextupole. Similarly to
the normal quadrupole case this can be caused The tolerances on the sextupole and skew sex-
by a sextupole displacement or vertical steering tupole content of the normal quadrupoles are ex-
from quadrupole offsets inside the CCS and the pressed as a ratio of the allowed sextupole or skew
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sextupole component to the nominal quadrupole and
field _aken at some reference point (usually 70% of

the aperture of the magnet) (B,_/Bq)a=_,r. One [ _/1+v/_ _/cr_ 5cr_flxl ]can also express this in terms of some equivalent kss < Min 5_y_-- ; "sextupole strength k,8 given by

= 2k---_ For the ;ILC both the sextupole and the skew
_, Bq ],=a,. sextupole tolerances are k,s,s8 <_ .16 m -2. They

are looser for the NLC at k,_s <_ 1.4 m -2 and
For a beam size increase of 2%, the normal kss < .40 m-2.

and skew sextupole tolerances are written:

4. Conclusion

kn_<Min[_ V_ ; 1 ] Although it is difficult to compare twolines5(r_/_x_/1 + a_/a4x 5a_u designed for different sets of parameters, it ap-pears that the JLC Lattice we have chosen for this

Table III
NLC Tolerances

........

'._ime Generator Final Other Quadrupoles Sextupoles Dipoles

S:ale (IP coord.) Quadrupoles Worst RMS

v0 Ax or Ay n/a n/a

z' 0.08 p 0.32 p 0.24 p

y' 3 nm 53 nm 20 nm
,i i

Vl Az or Ay n/a n/a

z'6 34 # 1.7 p 1.0 p

y16 268 nm 71 nm 47 nm
i , , i

7"2 Ak/k or AO Az or Ay AB/B or Ac

z '2 4.7 10-4 4.5 10 -3 6.2 10 -3 0.30 p 1.6 10-5

y,2 1.9 10-s 2.9 10-4 1.3 10-4 37 prad

z'y' 11.3 prad 129 prad 80 prad 0.68 p
i

r3 ks Ak/k or A_ n/a

z,26, y,26 0.69 m -2 0.33 m -2 1.4 10-2

z'y'6 1.27 m-2 0.38 m -2 15 mrad

z '3, x'y '2 1.4 m -2 0.75 m-2 0.37 m -2 1.6 10-2

]1'3, Zr2y ' 0.40 m-2 0.50 m-2 0.23 m -2 3.4 mrad
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Table IV
JLC Tolerances

Time Generator Final Other Quadrupoles Sextupoles Dipoles

Scale (IP coord.) Quadrupoles Worst RMS

7"0 Az or Ay n/a n/a

z _ 40 nm 120 nm 50 nm

y_ 1.8 nm 24 nm 10 nm

vi Az or Ay n/a n/a

zl8 18 p 0.4 p 0.6 p

y_6 156 nm 13 nm 28 nm

7"2 Ak'/k or AO Az or Ay AB/B or AC

z n 1.6 10-s 2.2 10-3 1.1 10-3 0.12 /_ 5.5 10-6

yn 4.5 10-6 1.2 10-4 7.9 10-5 10/_rad

x_y_ 2.7 _rad 78 prad 28 prad 0.18 p

7"3 ks Ak/k or AO n/a

XI28, yt28 0.30 m -2 0.22 m -2 4.8 10-3

x'y_i 0.34 m-2 0.19 m -2 4.6 mrad

X t3, z'y t2 0.16 m -2 0.13 m -2 0.13 m -2 4.1 10 -3

yl3, zr2yl 0.16 m -2 0.13 m -2 0.11 m -2 1.2 mrad

study has consistently tighter tolerances than the tuning as well as performance. Tables III and IV
one chosen to represent the NLC, often by frc- summarize the tolerances for the particular NLC
tots of two to five. The basic machine parame- and JLC designs we have analyzed. We have sep-
ters alone are not enough to explain these differ- arated here the final quadrupoles from the rest
ences and it is obvious that the lattices themselves of the elements for which we quote the worst in-
have a strong influence on the tolerances. One dividual tolerances as well as the rms values as
should not judge a final focus system for a next- defined in the text taking ali remaining elements
generation linear collider based only on its perfor- together. The final quadrupole displacement tol-
mance (spot size, remaining aberration content, erances are those of the final doublet considered

etc.) but also on its tolerances. Many tolerances as a single object. For the dipoles and sextupoles
are very small and the stabilization, correction the tightest tolerance, whether from the CCX or
and tuning of these lines will be difficult, even the CCY, is quoted.
with the help of global correction techniques. A
better understanding of the inherent sensitivities
of different lattices (e.g. FODO vs. triplet or mul- References
tiplet) is needed in order to optimize the design
of a final focus system for a next-generation lin- [1] P. Chen, Snowmass '88, High Energy Physics
ear collider, optimizing for ease of correction and in the 1990s, Snowmass CO, p. 673.
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PAIR CRE.tkTION AT LARGE INHERENT ANGLES*

P. Chen, T. Tauchi_ and D.V. Schroeder _
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

1. Introduction
photon approach, but with changes in specific de-

In the next-generation linear colliders, the low- tails including the virtual photon spectrum. In
energy e+e - pairs created during the collision of addition, various assumptions are made more ex-
high-energy e+e - beams would cause potential plicit. The formulas derived are then applied to
deleterious background problems to the detectors, the collider parameters designed by Palmer[(]].
At low collider energies, the pairs are made essen-
tially by the incoherent process, where the pair
is created by the interaction of beamstrahiung 2. The Equivalent Photon
photons on the individual particles in the oncom- Approximation
ing beam. This problem was first identified by
Zolotarev, et ali1]. At energies where the beam- We will be considering three different incoher-
strahlung parameter T lies approximately in the ent processes:
range 0.6 _ T g 100, pair creation from the 1. Breit-Wheeler process: 77--* e+e-;
beamstrahlung pbotons is dominated by a coher- 2. Bethe-Heitler process: e7 --* ee+e-;
ent process, first noted by Chen[2]. 3. Landau-Lifshits process: e+e - --_ e+e-e+e -.

The seriousness of this pair creation problem The basic kernel of these processes is the same.
lies in the transverse momenta that the pair parti- For the BW process both photons are real beam-
cles carry when leaving the interaction point (IP) strahlung photons; for the BH process one is real
with large angles. One source of transverse mo- and one is virtual; and for the LL process both
mentum is from the kick by the field of the on- photons are virtual.
coming beam which results in an outcoming an- When invoking the equivalent photon picture
gle 0 o¢ 1/v/x, where z is the fractional energy of with both photons on-shell, the relativistic kine-
the particle relative to the initial beam particle matics relates the fractional energy x of the out-
energy[2,3]. As was shown in Ref. [3], there in coming positron (or electron) to its angle 0 (rel-
fact exists an energy threshold for the coherent ative to the initial particle trajectory) and the
pairs, where Xth _ 1/2T. Thus within a tolerable fractional energies of the two photons, yl, y2, as
exiting angle, there exists an upper limit for T

where ali coherent pairs would leave the detector 2yx y2
through the exhaust port[4]. A somewhat differ- z = (1)
ent analysis has been done by Schroeder[5]. In the Yl(1 - fie) + y2(1 + fie) '
next generation of linear colliders, as it occurs, the

coherent pairs can be exponentially suppressed[2] where c __cos 0 and/3 is the speed of the particle.
by properly choosing the T(_ 0.6). When this is In the following, we shall assume /3 __ 1, as the
achieved, the incoherent pairs becomes dominant, pair particles of concern are still relativistic. Since

Since the central issue is the transverse mo- the transverse momentum p± = xx/1 -c 2, with
mentum for particles with large angles, we no- any choice of p± and c, the initial photon energies
tice that there is another source for it. Namely, are limited by
when the pair particles are created at low energies,
the intrinsic angles of these pairs when produced

may already be large. This issue was first stud- x pa. [1 ± C
led in Ref. [1]. In this paper we reinvestigate the y+ = _(1 5= c) = (2)7 Tc
problem, following essentially the same equivalent

Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
t On leave from KEK, Japan.
:_ Present address: Pomona College, Claremont, CA 91711.
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Furthermore, for any given value of y2 >__y-, the BH and LL processes, respectively. For the BW
lower bound for yl is process, the effective collision time for the beam-

strahlung photons, which are emmitted during
the collision itself, is enly 1/4 of that of the pri-

Y2Y+ (3) mary beam particles. For the BH process, the fac-Yb : Y2 -- Y-
tor 1/2 thaL arises from the effective collision time

From the virtual photon propagator, one can is compensated by the matching between the real
establish the spectrum of the equivalent photons[7]: and the virtual photons from both beams. The

upper limits of the spectral integrals are set at in-2 2

dnv - ot dy y.i.dy.l, finity since the contributions are essentially dom-
-- _ Y (y21-I-y2)2 ' (4) inated by the lower bounds. The photon spectra

na and nb depend on whether the photons are real

where y± is the normalized transverse momentum or virtual. For virtual photons, it is the spectrum
derived in the previous secgion. For real beam-.

q of the photon- Y.l. -q/Tm. Integrating over y2, strahlung photons, we define an effective T for
we get the entire beam as

.J_max+ (5) 5 7,'2N2 y2 '
7r y Y J.min + T = 6 cw'zo'u(1 + R) ' (9)

where Y.l.max and Y.l.min are the maximum and

minimum momentum transfer, respectively. In where _rz, ay are the beam sizes and R = _rx/ay is
the equivalent photon approximation, it is assumed the aspect ratio. The beamstrahlung spectrum is
[7] that the l_ransverse momentum of the virtual then
photon satisfies the condition

172 << y± <<:- (6) nb(y) = P(2/3)\_-_ (3T)2/3y -2/37 (10)
= Ay-2/3 ,

Since n. depends on Y.l.max and Y.l.min only loga-
rithmically, it is customary to take the bounds in
Eq. (6) as their values. We then have where P(2/3) __ 1.3541.

In Eq. (8), a_(yl, y2) is the differential cross

nv(y)= --_-y2C_1en(1 ) . (7) section for 77 --* e+e-"

m2ds

do'_.y - 87rr2et(t -- 4m 2)

3. The PartiM Cross Sections { l(s_m 2 u_m 2)The partial cross section for ali positrons (or, - _ m2 +-- s--m2 (11)

equivalently, all electrons) with transverse mo_ ( rn2 m 2 )mentum p± > P±0 and outcoming angle co < + b-- -- _ s -- m 2 u - m 2
c < co is

( rn2 m 2 )2}
+ _-t-_

s -- rn 2 u -- 1712 '

cr_b--._+(Pxo,Co) = where s,t,u are the Mandelstam variables. In
co oo oo

f dc[dy2[duln.(yx)nb(y2)_(yl,y2), (8) terms orour variables, we haveg
,/ ./ J

-c0 y- Yb S : 472m2yly 2 ,

t -- rn2 : --272m2ylz(1 - c) , (12)
where g = 1/4 for the BW process, and 1 for both

u- rn 2 : --2'T2m2y2(1 + C)
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With the help of Eq. (1), we find 3. Landau-Lifshitz process:

lr r2 dc

= 2°t2r2 7[ dc 1
davy 4 72yly2 -- 1 Y2 trLL(P'l'o'O0) ----" 71"'),2 ill -- C2 y+y-

f2(i Y2(1 -- c) :z+ Y2( I + c)2 -co
x

-c2)[yl(1-c)-[ - y_(1 + c)] { 3 73 _,2}]2 yl(1 -- c) 4- y2(l 4- c) (13) × _.ny+tny_ + _£n(y+y-) + 12 6 "

"4" .),3 Yl Y'_( 1 -- C2 ) (17)

I [y,(l -. c) + 92(I + c)]3_ Here 2.6789, _(8/3) _- 0.7818, and ¢(1) __- 0.5772. We note that in the final integrations over
274 yly2][ylY2(1 -- C2)]2 ]" the angle, both BW and LL processes are forward-

The first term obviously dominates. Furthermore, backward symmetric, while BH is asymmetric in
we expect that the majc,r contribution comes from c. This is the result of the matching between the
c _ co _ 1. Thus yl(1--c)+_(l+c) _ 2!/2. With two different photon spectra in the BH case.
72yly2 >> 1, we arrive a.t Since y+y_ = p2o/4, and is independent of

c, the integral in the BW process is straight for-
7rr2 1 ward. When ignoring the logarithmic angular de-

tr-rv(Yl,Y2) __ pendences through y+ and y_ the BH and LL
")'2_/1y 2 1 - c2

processes can also be integrated. The results are

(y_(1-c) 2 +y2(1 +c) 2 }x [Yl(1-c)+y_(l+c)] 2 "
r 2

r-l(1/a)v4(2/3)_7rr2e 1 trBw(PJ'°'O°) = 16_
72y_y2 1 - c2

(14) (c_z)2 (6T _ 4/3 (1+ co)The last approximation is made due to the fact x \'_c \_10/ £n 1_ ;
that the factor in the parenthesis is a slow varying (18)
function ranges from 1/2 to 1. In so doing our

estimates are upper bounds which is too big by 54F 2 " (_r2 [c_az_ (36T2_ ,/3
less than a factor of 2. trBH(P'l'O'O0) : _ ( /3)--_-\7:_c] _,'_O]

Inserting the photon spectra and Eq. (14) into

Eq. (8), we can calculate the partial cross section [(1 + c_0)1/6 (_- c0) 1/6 ]for positrons with momentum larger than P±0 in x 1 - - + co

ali 41rsolid angle, excluding the forward and back- 7 co) ]ward cones of half-angle 80. After lengthy deriva- x [-£n(P-2°- 1- co -¢(8/3)+ _(1) ;tions, the integrals over photon energies Yl and Y2 1 d-
are carried out exactly: (19)

1. Breit-Wheeler process" 8 a2r2 1
_n(l + C-_oo)l-

2 ,y2V2o7rr e A2 zr
(p 0,00)= r-1(x/a)r2(2/3)--4r 1-co )\ 2 Vi-co/

{fdc 1}x 1 - c2 213 213 ;

73 lr2 }-co Y+ y- + 3_n(p.ko/2) + 12 6 "
2. Bethe-Heitler process:

The above expressions account for only one of

9are 2 7 [ dc 1 the two particles (say positron)in the e+e - pairs.
ffBH (R-ko,O0)

-- 5 7 2 A j [ (1 - c2) y_y+2/3 The number is twice if both low energy e+ and e-
-co in a pair are to be estimated.
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4. Numerical Examples 103: I I ! I

We now apply the above formulas to specific _ ILC: Y = 0.17; 00 = 0.1
examples from Palmer's designs in Ref. [6]. Pre-
viously, in considering the transverse momentum _ 02 ":"'"

acquired from the deflections by the beam, the at- 1:1o -. i'i_ i"-__ .ii_"'" Total

tention[2,3,5] has been on the low energy particles
moving against the primary beam which has the o "
same sign of charge. In that situation these par- _" 101
ticles will be deflected unbound by the collective
field of the beam, and receive the maximum trans-
verse momentum and angle. In this paper, our

concern is the already large inherent transverse 100 I I I I
momentum and angle. Further deflections on ei- 5 10 15 20 25

ther species in the pair by the beam should not ef- PTO (MeV/c) ,_1
fectively alter the ultimate outcoming transverse _'1
momenta and angles. Therefore both electrons
and positrons, irrespect of the directions of flight, Fig. 1. The partial cross section as a function of
should be counted. So the c_ntribution should the cut-off transverse momentum, at a fixed

be twice of what would be given from the partial cut-off angle 00 = 0.1, for the BW, BH, and
cross sections in Eqs. (18)-(20). LL processes, shown in dotted curves. The

First we estimate the yields from a 1/2 TeV sum of these three processes (TOTAL =
Intermediate Linear Collider (ILC) (Palmer's Ma- BW + BH + LL), is shown in solid curve.
chine I), where 7 = 5 × 10S,_rz = 0.11mm, T = The parameters are based on the ILC iri
0.17, and luminosity/: = 1.95 x 1031/cm2/bunch Ref. [6].
train (10 bunches per train) and 130 Hz collision
repetetion rate. We plot the partial cross sec-

tions in Eqs. (18)-(20) and their sum as a func- 103: l , ] ,
tion ofp.L0 in Fig. 1, with the cut-offangle fixed at

_-413 -513 ILC" Y = 0.17; PTO = 10 MeY/c00 = 0.1. The dominan_ scalings of P.L0 ,P.L0 ,

and p_, for the BW, BH, and LI, processes, re-
spectively, are clearly seen. On the other hand, _ 102 .__ _ ..-
the dependence of the partial cross sections on the o . ._ Ioral
cut-off angles is much milder, as expected. Figure

-.... _

2 shows such a plot, again with the ILC parame- _ ...... " " " "13121................. .I
ters and P±0 - 10MeV/c. 101 " ""t.[ ....................

1

The choice of the cut-offs depends on the prac- _ " " "13_/...................

tical considerations in the design of the Jetector I I I I ....masking[8]. From Ref. [8]. it should be reasonable
to assume 00 = 100mrad = 0.1 and the transverse 100
momentum cut-offat 10MeV/c, orp±o = 4x10 -s 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
The total number of large inherent angle e+ and ,._ O0 69_o_
e- is obtained simply by doubling the partial cross
sections in Eqs. (18)-(20) and multiplying by the Fig. 2. The partial cross section as a function of
luminosity. The corresponding events per bunch the cut-off angle. The traverse momentum

cut-off is fixed at P±0 = 10MeV/c. Thetrain are
same ILC parameters are assumed.

Naw = 2 x O'ow£, ,_,200 ;

Nu, - 2 x aBH£ = 1200 ; (21) Next we turn to a 1-TeV Linear Collider (TLC)
(Palmer's Machine J), where 3' = 1 x 106,_r= =

NLI " -" 2 × at.LE _ 500 0.12mm, T = 0.60, and lumincsity £: = 8.04 x
1031/cm2 /bunch train (17 bunches per train) and

So the total yield per bunc:l train is _ 1900. 128 Hz collision repetetion rate. With the same
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cut-offs at 0.1 rad and 10MeV/c (P±o = 2 x 10-5), For the next generation oflinear colliders, such
we find, for every bunch train as the ILC and TLC that we discussed above, the

e+e - colliding beams are typically very flat, i.e.,
Nsw _ 900 ; f= :>>f_. Thus the geometric reduction is domi-

Nan _ 5300 • (22) hated by the minor dimension. The typical beam
' height is 2ay, so the corresponding "cut-off' im-

N,.,. _ 2400 . pact parameter is pc "_ 2fy. Thus the region of
transverse momentum transfer 1/pc _ qj. _ I/pm

The total yield is _ 8600. Finally, the dependence is suppressed. Let us denote the effective cross
of the total events on the transverse momentum section by _ = f - f'; then the cut-off cross sec-
cut-off for ILC and TLC is shown in Fig. 3, where tion f' is associated with the equivalent photon
the angular cut-off is fixed at 80 = 0.1. spectrum in Eq. (5) where Y±ma= and Ylmin are

related to pm and Pc, respectively, i.e.,

e0=0.1 ,,(y) -_ (23)7r y y /

lo4
I-- The cut-off cross section f' for the BH and LL

' into Eq.processes can be derived by inserting n v=o
:_ (8). By construction, the above spectrum is ap-

cn 03 _ ILC_ _ plicable for y g :_c/2fu. Thus the upper bounds__ 1 _ of y-integrations must be replaced by :_c/2fv. But
since the dominant contribution comes from the
lower bounds, this change does not affect the lead-

102 I I ! A I ing logarithmic behavior. One could therefore in
5 10 15 20 25 principle repeat the calculations in Chapter 3 for

the geometric reductions, tIowever, as a rough es-
• 0_ PTO (MeV/c) s_0Aa timate, we shall simply look for the effect on the

Fig. 3. The total yield of pair particles in ILC and total cross sections (with lower bounds defined by
TLC per bunch train, as a function of the the threshold condition: YlY2 = 1/72). We find
transverse momentum cut-off, the reduced effective total cross sections to be*

•5. Geometric Reduction _.,, ~_r_(tn4 + 1)rn(2%/_c) ,
- ] _2r_(en4 + 1) (24)

In Chapter 2 we saw that for a given equiva- fiLL "_3--'_

lent photon energy y, the dominant contribution x [£n 3(3,2) -- £n 3(72Xc/2fy)]
to the cross section comes from the region of small
transverse momentum transfer y±. Quantum me-
chanically, this corresponds to the region of large For ILC, the beam height is as miniscule as
impact parameters: p ,_ 1/qj. : li(Troy±) , up 2ay : 8 nm. The geometric reduction turns out
to a typical value of Pm "_ l/my = _c/Y, where to be ?rBH/fBn ~ 0.36, and _cc/a,.c -._0.74. For
:_c is the Compton wavelength. If Pm turns out TLC, 2f u = 6.2 nra. The corresponding reduc-
to be larger than the beam transverse size, these tions are 0.33 and 0.70 for the BII and LL pro-
equivalent photons would extend physically to the cesses, respectively. We expect a similar amount
outside of the oncoming beam. Since equivalent of reduction for the large inherent angle events.
photons with impact parameters larger than the The geometric reduction is therefore a welcome
beam size cannot participate in interactions, the effect in the context of e+e - backgrounds.
effective cross sections will be smaller than those
computed above. This geometric reduction ef-

Our formulas give a numericai factor tn4 + 1 for
feet was first observed at Novosibirsk[9, 10], and both processes, which is smaller than the stan-
subsequently developed theoretically by several (lard result of 28/9. But this will not affect the
authors[li- 13]. relative geometric reduction.
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BACKGROUND PROBLEM AT INTERACTION
POINT FOR AN e+e- TeV LINEAR COLLIDER

T. Tauchi, K. Fujii, S. Kawabata, T. Matsui, S. Takeda, M. Yoshioka, K. Yokoya
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305, Japan

1. Introduction QC4). Since B04 is placed at _88 m from the
There are two major backgrounds at the in- IP and its total bending angle is 0.13 mrad, the

teraction region for high-energy experiments in synchrotron radiation emitted in it will be dis-
e+e - TeV linear colliders. The first is synchrotron tributed horizontally up to 1.2 cm from the beam
radiation from the last bending magnet and sev- axis. Their critical energy is 5.6 MeV. The to-
eral quadrupole magnets in the final focus system, tal number of radiated photons is similar to that
The radiated photons may be reflected on the in- of beam particles 101°/bunch. Considering thatner surface of beam pipes and the pole face of the
magnets, then go through detectors. The second a half aperture of the nearest quadrupole mag-
one is e+e - pairs created in beam-beam interac- net (QXl), just 1 m from the IP, is 0.5 mm, the
tions. In subsequent sections we describe them amount of the photons which hit QXl is not toler-
in some detail, together with proposing mask sys- able for detectors with no mask because 101°.10 -1
terns against these backgrounds. For the estima- (reflection coefficient).10-'3(acceptance).10 -2 (con-
tion we take the parameters of JLC (Japan Linear version efficiency of photons to electrons in a gas
Collider) designs[I,2] as an example for TeV col- chamber) .101(bunch#/train) - 105 signals will
liders, appear in the detector. In order to reduce these

backgrounds to a negligibly small level, a proper

1000[ j , , I , , , I i collimation is neccessary with a suppression factor

800f_X Beamenergy:500Gev _- of more than 10-5. It is essential to have a mask

just upstream of QC3, ._ 40 m from the IP, whose

.] _ - half aperture is 220 pm as shown in Fig. 1. This

6001- mask can be made of 20-cm thick lead, which cot-

_ responds to 10A (photon attenuation length) for

_400_ _M_sk _ photons of a few MeV, the energy range which ismost severe. The mask can be constructed such

o 200 "_ _..------"-_-_:.---__/_-," - that it is horizontally movable, with a minimum
aperture from the beam axis of 220 pm.

0
"o

0 20 40 so 80 2.2 FROM QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS
,,.- ¢_ _ EF:
AO eO O
oo o o _g_

s.0_ We consider the synchrotron radiation only
6_1 Distance from lP (m) from the four quadrupole magnets in the straight

line of the final focus system (Fig. 1), which areFig. 1. Horizontal and vertical beam envelopes of
downstream of B04, because no direct photons10a indicated by solid and dash lines, re-

spectively, reach the IP from the quadrupole magnets up-
stream of B04. The best way to avoid the back-
ground problem due to these synchrotron radia-

2. Synchrotron Radiation tion is not to shadow their spatial profile near the

IP. Since a half aperture of QXl is very small (0.52.1 FROM LAST BENDING MAGNET
mm), the photons radiated from the quadrupole

The 10a=(_) beam envelopes[2] near the inter- magnets upstream of QXl may be scattered by

action point (IP) of JLC (Eb,a,n ----500 GeV) are the edges of its magnetic pole faces. On the other
shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows also the loca- hand, there is no such problem in the opposite
tions of the last bending magnet (B04) and the QXl, if we can make a large exit hole for these
four quadrupole magnets (QXl, QC2, QC3 and photons. With a finite crossing angle of two beams,

6 -.. 30 mrad, a beam pipe of 6 mm ¢ can be
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placed at QXI for a disrupted beam* and the pho- The calculations have been done for three dif-
tons. So we do not consider the background due ferent asumptions of spatial distributions of beam

to the aperture of QX1 in the opposite side. We particles: (i) Gaussian, (ii) Gaussian up to 3ctx(u)

estimate the spatial distributions of the photons adding a flat tail up to 5cr=(u) (5q flat beam) and

from three upstream quadrupole magnets in front (iii) same as (ii) except for a flat tail up to 10(rx(u)
of QXl by Monte Carlo simulation using MQRAD (10a flat beam) where a population in the tail
program[3]. In the MQRAD, macro particles are is 1% of the total. The total number of beam

transfered by linear matrices corresponding to the particles is 101°(/bunch). The results are shown

optics[2]. Each macro particle emits synchrotron in Figs. 2(a) and (b) for horizontally and verti-
radiation in a tangential direction to the trajec- cally projected ones, respectively. As clearly seen
tory if it is transfered in a quadrupole magnet, in the figures and especially from the amounts of
The emitted photons are linearly extrapolated to photons at the half aperture of QXl, 0.5 mm, the
QXl for their spatial distribution. 10a flat beam cannot be tolerable for detectors

and the 5a flat beam is barely maginal for them.
If the beam is really Gaussian as (i), there is no

1015[_ -T T T_T--_ problem at all. However there is experimental ev-

1012_Horizontally (X) projected (a)_ idence of non-Gaussian beam, which is actually_ produced in linear accelerators[4].

Flat in 3-10o x --

Flat in 3- --- _- Horizontally (X) projected, flat in 3-5 Gx--_

"-" 106 aussia 1012_,,_,..._ (a)_
103 10 9

A

E 10 0 t

_ 10 6

-- Vertically (Y) projected (b) _"

,-- _ _. 0 3o 1012.... -- o 1
O
r"- _ A

Q" 109 E 100
E

10 6
_- 12 (b)o 10 QC2
o

103 "

n 101100

,_,_ Distance from Beam Axis (mm) s.,, 103 OC4

Fig. 2. Synchrotron radiation profiles from upstream 100 --___2____.l 1 -=
quadrupole magnets in front of QXl for 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

three different beam distributions. (a) and Distance from Beam Axis (mm) 5.,,
(b) are horizontally and vertically projected, _'_

respectively. Fig. 3. Synchrotron radiation profiles from QC2,
QC3 and QC4 in front of QX1 for the 5(_

* Under beamstrahlung the maximum deflection fiat beam. (a) and (b) are the same as
angle of the disrupted beams is calculated to Fig. 2.
be 5.9 mrad for J LC by the equation given in
Ill], therefore no disrupted particles cause the
background problem for >6 mrad croasing angle So it is very important to control beam tails
cases, and to sharply collimate beams at =t=Sa. Assure-
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ing the 5_ flat beam, Fig. 3 shows individual con- 3.1 PRIMARY BACKGROUND
tributions of QC2, QC3 and QC4 to the syn-

The primary background of e+e - pair cre-chrotron radiation profile in front ofQXl. As seen
in Figs. 3(a) and (b), QC2 and QC4 are dominant ations occurs via coherent and incoherent pro-
ones at 0.5 mm from the beam axis in horizontal cesses. The former is the beamstrahlung pho-
and vertical directions, respectively. There will be ton conversion by the strongly collective magnetic
no mask for synchrotron radiation because of the field produced by the opposing beam. Its proba-
very near location of QC2 to IP. Therefore careful bility depends mainly on a beamstrahlung para-
optimization between the optics and the aperture meter (T).* The former equals the latter at T --,
of QX1 is further necessary regarding the back- 0.4 and becomes two orders of magnitude higher
ground, than the latter at T > 1. The coherent pro-

cess produces 106(10 a) pairs per pulse crossing in
our case of T = 0.45(1.12) for Ebeam= 200(500)

3. e+e- Pairs GeV[I]. Although this number is enormous, there

Since both beams are focused into a very small is an energy threshold rEth_ = E2-_)[6 ] in the

spot of O (1 nm) at the IP, radiative loss of the produced e:1:spectrum. Since the number of e:t:'s
beam itself becomes a major problem for detec- below this threshold is suppressed exponentially,
tors. While two beams are colliding, positrons the amount of e±'s bent outside the beam pipe
and electrons ill the beams are bent to radiate is negligible. On the contrary the incoherent pro-
photons (beamstrahlung) by the very strong elec- cess consisting of (a) 7e+ _ e+e+e - , (b) e+e - --,
tromagnetic field which is produced by the oppos- e+e-e+e - and (c) e+e - ---, 7e+e - has no such
ing beam. In the same electromagnetic field, the energy threshold and the energy distribution of
photons are converted into e+e - pairs, then these produced e+'s are inversely proportional to their
electrons (positrons) are bent into detectors and energies. The subprocesses (a) and (b) dominate
final focusing magnets, thereby creating a back- the incoherent process and have total cross sec-

ground problem in experiments. The amount of tions of about 10-26cm 2 in the TeV region. En-
the background strongly depends on beam pa- ergy dependence of the cross sections is only log-
rameters at the IP, and it can significantly be arithmic.

reduced by flattening beams with a large aspect The background due to the incoherent process
ratio. Nevertheless, it is impossible to suppress is mainly discussed since the background from the
the background completely and a quantitative es- coherent process is negligible unless T > 10. As
timation is necessary, the e+e - pairs are created and deflected during

Since the final focusing magnets are located collisions between two very thin beams, we em-
at ,,_ 4-1 m from the IP and their minimum open- ploy a Monte Carlo method to estimate these el-
ing aperture is ,-,1 mm, the secondary background fects by the ABEL program[7]. Figures 4(a) and
produced by collisions between the bent electrons, (b) show scatter plots of e+'s created by the in-
positrons (primary background) and the magnetic coherent process at Ebeam -- 200 GeV in a plane
poles should also be considered. For the secondary of their energies (Ees) versus scattering angles in
background, the crossing angle of the two beams is the horizontal (Ox) and vertical (Oy) directions,
a key parameter because the primary background respectively, the scattering angles are sums of
concentrates along the beam axes. If the crossing intial direction of the beam and the bending an-
angle is needed to be as large as 30 ,,- 40 mrad, gles by the electromagnetic field which the oppos-
the crab crossing method[5] has to be employed in
order to avoid luminosity loss. This suggests the ing beam produces. In the present study, we ap-
need for construction of two tunnels and therefore proximate zero production angles of tile pairs and

"zero" impact parameters for the interactions. As
might change the accelerator design completely. If is clearly seen in these figures, there is a strong
-_5 mrad of the crossing angle, which corresponds
to z,t is enough to prevent the b_rk_round from correlation between the scattering angles and the

_,' ' _ energies. For instance, it suffices to consider the
endangering detectors, the design constraint carl
be largely relaxed since it is easy to make such an
angle in the final focusing system without losing • The condition of T --, 1 corresponds to a thresh-
much luminosity, old for a photon of the same energy as the beam

to convert into an e+e - pair in the magnetic field
produced by the opposing beam.
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot of e+ created by the incoherent Fig. 5. (a) Total energy of the primary backgroundparticles per bunch crossing, which is in-
process in a plane of their energies versus tegrated over their scattering angles above
their scattering angles (bending angles by
the electromagnetic field which the oppos- 9 - 7/8=2 + 8_ as a function of 8. (b) Their

ing beam produces), where the beam inten- total number integrated in the same way

sity and Ebeam are 101°e+(e-)'s per bunch as (1), where the beam conditions are the
crossing and 200 GeV, respectively, corre- same as Fig. 4.

sponding to T = 0.45, (a) in horizontal di-

rection (8=) and (b) in vertical one (By). typical solenoid field of 1.5 Tesla to trap them in

a cylinder of Irl < 7 cm around the beam axis.

e±'s of Ee_ < 10(20) and 1(2) GeV for ez(y ) > Therefore it is enough to consider the secondary
5 and 30 mrad, respectively. Our detector will background of photoneutrons and backscattered
cover a solid angle of more than 0.15 rad from the photons from the final focusing magnets for the

beam axis. The angular region less than this an- moment.
gle has to be occupied by the final focusing mag-
nets and is irrelevant for most physics require- 3.2 SECONDARY BACKGROUND
merits. The primary background cannot enter di-

To estimate the secondary background, therectly into our detector because their transverse
total energy (_>eEe+) and the number (]C>ene_)

momenta (< 16 MeV) t are small enough for a of the primary background e+'s, which are inte-
grated over angles above a certain scattering an-

t For the primary background e+ of O=(v) > 0.03 gle (0), are shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respec-
their energies and their transverse momenta are tively. In these figures the values are for a sin-

expressed as Ee* < ( 0.03(0.04))2 and E_, ,,-Ee_. gle bunch crossing, where the beam intensity is
o.(,) 10l°e+(e-)'s/bunch. Since there are 10 bunches

_=(_) < °-°a=(°°4_) respectively, in a 14nsec bunch train which is considered to beOz(I)
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realized to electron energy. Fig. 7. (a) Energy spectrum of photons backscat-
tered from Fe-Co-V(49-49-2%), which is sim-

a pulse and collides at 200 Hz, we have to mul- ulated by EGS4, where the energy distribu-
tiply the above values by 10 to get values lhr a tion of incident electrons is uniform in the
single pulse crossing, energies from 0.5 GeV to l0 GeV. The spec-

The photoneutrons are emitted from giant res- trum of the photons is insensitive to the
onances of nuclei in the final focusing magnet poles incident energy. (b) Number of backscat-
which are photo-excited by the primary background tered photons per electron (positron) as a
of e±'s. The number of photoneutrons is propor- function of the incident energy in GeV.
tional to the total energy deposit in the poles with

a rate of 8.2 x 10Sn/ Joules for iron[8] (i.e. 0.13 tors. They can be completely suppressed by set-

photoneutrons per GEV). As seen in Fig. 5(a) the ting an appropriate energy threshold (_ 1 MeV)
total energy deposit is 106(105) GeV in each pulse for ali channels of electromagnetic and hadron
collision for 8 > 5(30) mrad ifthe primary e:i='s are calorimeters whose total channel number is about

totally absorbed in the poles. Thus 1.3 x 105(104) 5 x 104. Even if the threshold is set to zero,

photoneutrons are produced at 200 Hz, and their the total energy deposit of the neutrons in the
total energy is 200(20) GeV per pulse collision calorimeters will be as low as 10(1) GeV. Tim-
because their average energy is 1.5 MeV. How- ing information is also very effective in removing
ever, it is necessary for the photoneutrons to make these neutrons because of their slow velocity.
signals in the detector in order to become real The backscattered photons were estimated by

backgrounds. Figure 6 shows a typical detection a simulation using EGS4 codes[10] which traced
efficiency for neutrons of a similar energy (1.65 up to l keV photons with fluorescence and Ray-
MeV) by a liquid scintillator[9]. The efficiency leigh scattering. In the simulation a mixture of

is about 5% for an energy threshold of 0.3 MeV Fe-Co-V(49-49-2%) was chosen as the material
and becomes nearly zero for a 1-MeV threshold, of the magnet poles. The simulated results are

These neutrons scatter uniformly over the detec- shown in Fig. 7(a) for energy spectrum of pho-
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tons and in Fig. 7(b) for their number per elec- The flux of the backscattered photons can be
tron (positron) as a function of the incident en- reduced by a factor of 10-s with proper shield-
ergy, respectively. The sharp energy peak at 0.5 ing for Ew < 0.5 MeV (e.g. 5-cm thickness of
MeV corresponds to e+ annihilation. Most of the tungsten for 0.5-MEV photons). However, there
photons have energies of more than 0.1 MeV. The is a tail in the energy distribution as shown in
number of backscattered photons increases slowly Fig. 7(a) for Ew >1 MeV, which amounts to 10%
with the incident e+ energy, which reaches about of the total. For these photons (E_ > 1 MEV),
5/e+(e -) at Ee_ = 10 GeV. As the integrated the suppression factor relative to the total pho-
number of e±'s for/9 > 5(30) mrad is 4(1) x 10s ton flux is 10-1(tail).10-3(shielding) =10 -4 be-
per pulse collision (see Fig. 5(b)), the correspond- cause their attenuation length is twice as large as
ing number of photons is 2(0.5) x 10 6 at most. those of E.y < 0.5 MeV. Therefore, there are at

most 10 2 photons penetrating the shielding. In

Aperture addition, ,,, 103 photons are escaping from the

Detector region 0=0.15 \1 mm_/ o\__ mask assuming the position of front face of the
(e • 0.15 rad) / k I /,,_ mask is 0.3 m from the lP, however most of them
B = 1.5Tesla / '_3-__ \ i /,.,-_'_"_.

Luminosi_.__0.1 _. Beampipe are hitting on the outer surface of the opposing

monitor __ 6t°eXitmms mask. In usual tracking chamber gas, a typical
kI_0.05 probability for these photons to convert into elec-

IP 3_'em _-xl trons is about 1%. So the total number of hits
"'_"--" 0.31-"'--'--'--" m 1"--_6mm(Smrad) in a detector is a few xl01, even if we assume

a 100% rescattering probability on the opposing
., (a) (b) "_" mask. Thus the estimated background rate is ap-

parently acceptable for our experiments.Fig. 8. Schematic view of a masking system in an
IP region. Besides the finite crossing an-

gle, tile system is cylindrically symmetric 5. Summary
around tile beam axis. (b) Cross-sectional
view of the beam line in front of QX1. Since the physical aperture of QX1 is very

small (0.5 mm half aperture), the magnet poles of
QX1 are a potential scatterer of the tremendous
synchrotron radiation which is scattered from the

4. Masking System Around IP last bending magnet (B04) and the upstream quad-
rupole magnets. For the former radiation the

We propose a masking system mainly for tile mask around ,,- 40 m from the IP is definitely
secondary background of backscattered photons, needed with the horizontal aperture of 220 pm.
Figure 8 shows a schematic view of the masking
system. The mask is made of a heavy metal-like As no mask works for the latter radiation, it is
tungusten covering the polar angle from 0.1 to very important to sharply collimate beams within
0.15 radians. Thus, the shape of the mask is +bcr. Further optimization between the optics of
a cone and the distance of its front face to IP the final focus system and the physical aperture of

(gm_sk) determines an acceptance (r/_) of the QX1 is also necessary regarding this background
because the situation is barely marginal even forphotons escaping from the mask, e.g. rlacc =
the 5a fiat beam. To sweep off the disrupted beam5.10 -4 and 6.10 -3 for £mask = 0.3 and 0.6 m, re-
and the synchrotron radiation, a beam pipe of at

spectively. Outside the mask is a detector region least 6 mm ¢ is required in QX1for experiments. As described in the previous sec-
tion, the beam pipe for the disrupted beam and If T < 1 the background of e+ pairs from the
the synchrotron radiation must have a diameter coherent process can be neglected because they
of at least 6 mm as shown in Fig. 8(b). Inside the are confined in tile beam pipe, thanks to their
mask there will be a luminosity monitor which is high energy threshold. We consider the three re-
also able to measure the total energy of deflected actions of e+e - pair creations for the incoherent
e+e - pairs for an online monitor of beam-beam process. Under the assumption ofzero production
interaction during collisions. A separation be- angles for the pairs, there is no serious problem
tween Bhabha scattering events and the deflected in the primary background. The secondary back-
pairs can be done by longitudinally segmenting ground of photoneutrons and backscattered pho-
the monitor, tons could be a serious problem. Their amounts
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strongly depend on the crossing angle between at tile 5rh International Conference on In-
two beams. With the proposed masking system strumentation for Colliding Beam Physics,
in the lP region, the crossing angle of 5 mrad is Novosibirsk, USSR, March I_90. Also in
found to be enough to avoid the background prob- SLAC-PUB-5205.
lem, while a background rate of 30 mrad is less by [5] R. Palmer, "Linear Collider Workshop Group
a factor of 10 than that of 5 mrad. Although the Reports from Snowmass '88," SLAC-Report-
numerical calculations have been carried out at 344 (1989).
Eb_a,n = 200 GeV, these conclusions are valid for [6] P. Chen and V.I. Telnov, "Coherent Pair
Ebe,_m = 500 GeV because the energy dependence Creation in Linear Colliders," SLAC-PUB-

of the incoherent background is logarithmic and 4923 (1989).
results in an increase of only 20%. [7] K. Yokoya, ABEL,"A Computer Simulation
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